October 2016 FYSPRT
*Personal notes
Introductions:
(New people)
Patti brought Rebecca (parent, volunteer at Nami) and family
Chris Jeff
Jenny (Catholic community services, peer support) and daughter
Comfort agreement
Update on December Event
Don’t circulate the drafts so we can make fixes
Purpose of event
Double sided? Not everyone needs to know about both
Make photos more exclusive to the entertainment not the logo contest
Capitalize “Event”
Add Facebook Logo and twitter
Way of submission
Is registration required? No, more just for approximation
Make a shorter registration or put it on Facebook
*Do we want to keep Linguistic super star?
Phone number to call?
*Space indicator between 250 and 2nd
*Add a question mark after “Need $250”
The background makes the words hard to see
*Put “children’s” on one line
“Desings” is spelled wrong “design”
*Submit your designs: to your provider, email to Michelle Karnath, ……. To denote
that it they are different opportunities
*Add Michelle’s phone number
*Put the date in proper number
*The photos don’t really inspire what we are looking for
What we want the logo to represent
What are the things that we want to represent?
The community coming together
Take all of the stuff out of the back
*Maybe have one side be flashy and the other side should be fine print
What if we don’t like any of the submissions?
What are key words?
Community
Hope
Support
Caring
Voice
Unity
Recovery

Overcoming stigma
Communication
Connection
Growth
Should portray the meaning of (blank)
Wordle of all the words
Maybe not an image because then they can come up with anything they want to
What did FYSPRT initially start out to do?
Barriers/Challenges
Funnel up to the state to create the change
A community based group that is here to bring together family and youth to give
them a voice
Creating choice
Consumer voice
Born
*”Need 250” isn’t placed in the direct middle
Put the Facebook link
Understanding the rights that you’re signing away
Define that it is the November meeting
Can we list anything that we’ve accomplished? *Maybe we can say this during the
program
*Why does it have to be three pages of rules?
Instead of December the 6th, put the 5th for pickups if they are going to go place to
place
Judges could be a Youth, System, and Family
2nd and 3rd places can be used as Facebook things
Activities at the event or rocks/suppliesBetty
Feedback from statewide FYSPRT
*Do we have any updates on how to create formal “complaints” that is paper copy
apart of FYSPRT?
Question 1: Are there obstacles to helping families get through the WISe referral
process? If yes, please summarize some of the obstacles encountered.
None of them took Jenny’s insurance, learned about Catholic to get to it. The
physician didn’t know how to refer; only the psychologist did. There wasn’t any info
but you could make a call. State insurance is calling a ton of people to find one that
would take it.
Rebecca: enrollment was good but service was slow to start, a provider that didn’t
fit the son’s needs so then the process had to be start all over again. The provider
wasn’t very receptive of the needs and it was starting all over again and it was a
hard set back. Change is hard and it’s hard to warm up to someone. The intro
process was good but hard to get settled.
At one point there was a large waiting list, but Catholic is doubling in size. Now
there is no waiting list.

Screening times are really open, any time of the day. The family is not happy with
the level, but the child doesn’t meet the level of care. Katie is meeting with lots of
hospitals and administrations.
Referrals for children who don’t have Medicaid?
More knowledge and outreach so that mental health and dependency and primary
care=changed when level 3 was brought in
You don’t have to fail at a level to get bumped up
Warm hand offs are really important and the continuum of care is a need in this
community
*The levels descriptions might lead to self-diagnosing
Question 2: What is (or could be) done to help youth and families get through the
process most easily?
Question 3: What is working well around youth engagement in your region?
Question 4: What challenges are being addressed regionally?
Question 5: What challenges would you like to have a dialogue about at the
Statewide FYSPRT?
FIMC Update
11/15 waiver 5 years, 3 major initiatives, incentivize for fully integrative care,
rewarding for quality care (600 million dollars)
For the first time Medicaid money will be able to help homelessness
December 8th 9-11, county commissioners, tribes, consumer representatives,
regional board, televised, public forum, Q&A on fully integrative care, public hearing
room, share your experiences, high visible times, time for advocacy. No
preregistration. Public comment period before and end, then there will be
presentations in the middle.
2017 Goals and Strategic Planning
Plan to develop local FYSPRTS if there is a need where geography is a challenge
Non-negotiable goal because it is in our contract
Previous goals: advocacy, public forums, decision makers, community projects,
consistent meeting
What is our elevator speech and how do we define ourselves?
General and then you can tweak it for you region
A couple of different formats
*Video would be a cool elevator speech
Basics training=Unami=how to advocate
6 weeks, 2 hours
How to find resources
Children’s home’s society resource center=space or time to start there, underserved
Shows what’s available in the community, compiling it would be helpful
If there are topics that we want to have presented on then we can have specific
topics. More information for people
Youth topics
Advertising in the schools, especially health classes, student governments, the office
Draws: having a voice, a listening ear

Facebook events
Flier in youth words
Changing logo/changing the name/regional
Subcommittee for media (Ellie would be interested)
SWAT analysis
How do we prioritize it?
Evaluations

